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A book designed by Klaus Wittkugel on display at P! Gallery. Photo: Sebastian Bach

If you’ve been holding off on reading Elena Ferrante’s Neopolitan novels because there’s, like, four of them, and that’s
a lot of books, and you secretly don’t even really enjoy reading that often anyway, you’re in luck: they’re being adapted
“FremantleMedia’s Wildside and Fandango Productions will adapt the four novels as four eight-episode series, one fo
books—My Brilliant Friend, The Story of a New Name, Those Who Leave and Those Who Stay, and The Story of the L
And just in case you were worried, The Hollywood Reporter reports that Ferrante herself will be involved in the produc
series, and it will be shot in Italy.”
With his Jack Reacher thrillers, Lee Child writes what are certifiably—at least according to Forbes—the most addictiv
all of commercial fiction. In this, Christopher Tayler writes, Child owes a debt to Donald Westlake, an earlier thriller
a formula that varied in intriguing ways: “Westlake was hailed as a master by John Banville and Stephen King, but he nev
the bestseller lists, and it’s part of [his series protagonist] Parker’s charm that he’s a bit of a cult property, a creature of the
paperback carousel rather than the airport bookstore … Luc Sante—who published one of the first serious appraisals of
books in 1985—argues persuasively that the master theme of professionalism is as much writerly as criminal. Westlak
devised the series because he wanted to write about ‘a workman at work’, and the books offer a double lesson, showing
say, each step in the process of breaking though a Sheetrock wall with a claw hammer, but also how to turn the process
mesmerizing fiction.”
In the fifties and sixties, you couldn’t step into an East German bookstore (and clearly I speak from experience) witho
encountering the work of Klaus Wittkugel, one of the GDR’s most prominent graphic designers. A new exhibition in N
collects his striking book designs and propaganda posters. If you doubt his significance, just have a look at this unstint
from none other than the East German State: “For nearly every important political event in the history of our Worker
Peasants’ State, there exists an artistic statement by Wittkugel, who, through his work, has contributed considerably t
orientation of our applied graphics.”
The author photo,TheParisReview.org
once the foundation of any decent book-publicity campaign, has seen some changes in the Informa
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Shaer saw Sven Birkerts’s author photo, he felt something different. “Its anomalousness sh
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the vast majority of author photos fit into one of a handful of standard poses—the Fist-on-Chin (conveying thoughtf
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Stare-Out-Window (inner depth), the Icy Stare (strength), the Hearty Laugh (confidence!), etc.—here was an author
threw centuries of literary convention in our face. Here was a man who was not even fully dressed in his author photo.”

